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ONE GOD, MANY PATHS,SPIRITUAL NOT RELIGIOUS

“I love how SUMMER just
wraps its arms around you like
a warm BLANKET.”
~Kellie Elmore
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Minister’s Message
If You Reach
By James Dillet Freeman
The stars crowd close around me when I walk
at night sometimes. Like swarms of summer flies
circling my head, they dance before my eyes—
would dart into my mouth if I dared talk.
To keep the stars from catching in my hair,
I try to brush them from me, but my hands
get tangled with the light as in the strands
the little spiders spin upon the air.
Some learned people think that stars are far
Away, but they seem close to me as sight—
Friendly and warm and near as candlelight;
I feel a kindly kinship with a star.
Light-years are for astronomers; I teach
That you can touch the heavens if you reach.

Heart Talk
by Bernadette Voorhees

There was once an ant who was carrying a
piece of straw. When he came to a crevice in the
earth, he scurried along its edge, looking for a
way around. However, the crack in the earth
was longer than the ant was willing to walk. Suddenly, the ant
took the straw he was carrying and placed it across the crevice
and walked to the other side. The ant’s burden had become a
bridge. Any burden we carry can be a bridge to some greater
good. The burden causes us to think in a new way, to uncover
previously hidden inner resources, and to become a new person.
This newborn you will act differently and see problems
differently. The solutions which come forth transcend anything
the old us could envision.
Jim States, a mountaineer who stood atop Mount Everest, the
highest peak in the world, tells the story of a high altitude climb
in which he grew immensely tired. He would take a deep breath,
affirm his faith in God, and take four steps. This process persisted
for hours. Not only was the summit mounted, but Jim rose to new
heights as he discovered a greater faith in God.
If life’s problems are to be solved, we must put aside the need to
find a solution and be willing to know God. Trying to live a
spiritual life does not ensure that we will never have problems.
There will always be challenges because we are growing and
dynamic beings. As we strive to live a life centered in Spirit, we
will become aware of principles that will enable us to move
through and beyond any problem.
Remember the phrase: “I take one more step.” This is the way
mountains are climbed and the way a spiritual life is lived. By
approaching the things you do in this way, you are
acknowledging that Spirit is the source of your strength. This aids
in the revelation of who and what you truly are.
❤ In Love and Light, Bernadette
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Lighted Path Bookstore Ministry

Bookstore Ministry
Lighted Path Bookstore Ministry
Team Leader: Grace Conners

With longer hours of daylight, hopefully we are all enjoying more
outdoor activities. It’s a great time of the year for nature walks,
hiking and enjoying the beauty of the Pacific Northwest.
Some words to ponder on from Ernest Holmes:
"You must learn to have confidence in Life, to believe it, to trust it,
to have faith in it. And you must come to feel that it returns that
love and confidence, that as your love goes out to it, its love
returns to you, multiplied, just as it does when you love people,
for love begets love, confidence inspires confidence, and faith is
met with faith."
And then another quotation regarding the source of joy:
"The true source of joy is love -- love of God, love of beauty, love
of wisdom, love of another human being, it does not matter
which. It is all one love: a joyful awareness of dissolving
boundaries of our ordinary narrow self, of being one with the
reality beyond, of being made whole." – Irma Zaleski, The Door to
Joy
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Volunteers: Please contact Grace Conners or another volunteer if
you cannot work your scheduled Sunday. Thanks.
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Lighted Path Bookstore Volunteer Schedule

Bookstore Ministry
Power Vs. Force by David Hawkins
Building on the accumulated wisdom of applied
kinesiology (diagnostic muscle-testing to determine
the causes of allergies and ailments) and behavioral
kinesiology (muscle-testing to determine emotional responses
to stimuli), David R. Hawkins MD, PhD has taken muscle-testing
to the next level, in an effort to determine what makes people
and systems strong, healthy, effective, and spiritually sound.
The Energy of Money by Maria Nemeth Ph.D.
Through easy-to-follow exercises and meditations,
effective worksheets, and other interactive processes,
Dr. Nemeth will guide you to financial success and help
you manifest your special contribution to the world.
Spiritual Economics by Eric Butterworth
Spiritual Economics has guided thousands through
difficult prosperity challenges and into the experience
of true abundance. Butterworth believed that
prosperity has nothing to do with the economic fluctuations of
the world and everything to do with belief in oneself. Learn to
fine-tune your attitude about money, spirituality, and personal
prosperity through this book.
What Are You by Imelda Shaklin
This remarkable book describes what life is like if it is
lived from the point of view of directly knowing our true
nature, our oneness with God. This spiritual maturity
then shapes how we think and what we choose to think about
and what we consider real and worthy of our time and energy. It
also brings into our awareness what our true resources are and
how we can tap into them to create a truly fulfilling life. Finally,
this book brings fresh insight into what it means to live a life of
nonresistance.
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Prayer Ministry
You’re never far from our prayer support:
email: phaedra@unityofvancouver.com or call: 360-696-0996
Daily Word Team Leaders: Larry & Joanne Turner
Call 360-694-4325 for a 24-hour taped inspirational message.
Silent Unity Prayer Circle
Sundays from, 9:30-9:50am
Whether silent or spoken aloud, affirmations offer support in creating a
spiritually centered life. Focus on these throughout the day for guidance and
peace of mind. Begin your prayer time by holding these thoughts:

July: United in oneness with God and one another, we elevate our
thoughts to match divine mind and its infinite possibilities. We lift all
concerns to the highest truth we can realize, of wholeness, well-being,
and fulfillment. We begin in peace and pray.
August: We anchor our awareness in God, in good, and in our innate
divine identity. Acknowledging that the source of all we need for
fullness of life is within and around us, we pray.

July Affirmations

August Affirmations

INNER PEACE
GUIDANCE
HEALING
PROSPERITY
WORLD PEACE

Peace is my center. I am calm and serene.

With each beat of my heart,
I relax into peace.

I shine the light of divine wisdom from
within to guide my every step.

I am divinely guided step-by-step to a
new and fulfilling life.

My body is a vessel of life and energy.

The healing power of divine life within
strengthens and revitalizes me.

The rich blessings of divine abundance flow
to me and through me. I am prosperous.

I am connected to infinite,
abundant spiritual supply.

I bless the world with thoughts
of unity and harmony.

I express divine love and affirm
peace and harmony for all.

We invite you to focus on these affirmations. Spoken aloud or silently,
these affirmations support you in creating a spiritually centered life.

Prayer Ministry
Light Thoughts

Blessed

we are so

from the Prayer Team

INSPIRATION FROM THE PRAYER TEAM
Never doubt that your prayers have been heard! Sometimes
where no visible results appear, a great work has been done
invisibly. “Do not fear…for from the first day that you set your
mind to gain understanding…your words have been heard”
(Daniel 10:12). The work of God is largely done invisibly; it is
a spiritual work done in heart and mind. But it is no less real
because it is invisible.
If you should come to the point where you feel like giving up,
it is then you must hold on. Hold steadfastly to the thought
that God is with you and keep faithfully on, for even in that
moment the victory may appear.
God is always with you! That is the truth. Keep that thought
before you. Think it, affirm it, repeat it until you have fixed it
indelibly in your mind and heart, until you feel it in the
innermost fiber of your being. Then no challenge you have to
meet will ever seem overpowering again, for you will know
that with you is something infinitely more powerful,
something braver than any fear, stronger than any
weakness, firmer than any wavering, wiser than any doubt.
You will know that in you is the divine capacity to meet every
situation, the wisdom to know what should be done and the
strength to do it. You will know—and knowing, you will never
be alone again—that with you is God!

For God, all things are possible.
— Matthew 19:26

Affirmations are positive statements of Truth. By affirming Truth we are lifted out
of false thinking into the consciousness of Spirit. Each time we pray positively and faithfully, we
are calling forth the divine activity that is always within us.
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Youth Ministry
Youth Ministry
Team Leader:
Katherine Schuh

Team Members: Katherine Schuh,
Phaedra Karoy, & Ms. Braelyn Johnson
Youth Education - Ages 3 to 10

I am writing this on a perfect June afternoon when all things
truly are “bright and beautiful,” and thinking about true
summer in July and August. By then I will have returned from
a much anticipated real vacation to New Jersey (with a side
trip to Chattanooga Tennessee). It is called the Garden
State. I am holding the vision that our church will be ready to
resume in-person services. It will be as it is meant to be, and
all will be in divine order. I have recently had time to delve
into a new booklet from Unity titled, “How to Stay Centered,
No Matter What.” It is helpful in explaining aspects of our 12
spiritual powers, tools for building our spiritual life.
It is wonderful to know that our spiritual power for July is
Understanding and for August it is Will. Taking these spiritual
tools from my spiritual toolbox and knowing that we always
use the right tool for each job helps me to know that our
spiritual family will again gather when the time is right. In the
meantime, I can take advantage of the long summer days
and join with friends and family to revel in just being together
with hugs, laughter, and of course proper distancing and
masks if appropriate.

JULY AFFIRMATION FOR UNDERSTANDING:
“With Understanding, I know everything is unfolding
for my highest good.”
AUGUST AFFIRMATION FOR WILL
“I use my power of Will to choose to commit
and be willing.”
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Youth Ministry
The power of Understanding is closely tied to faith and helps
me to realize and know that life is unfolding for the highest
good of all concerned. Proverbs 3:5 states “Trust in the
Lord with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own
understanding.”
This last year has surely been a great chance to explore this
statement. Now, as our country begins to return to a more
familiar normal, the frustration with all the restrictions we
have followed can begin to ease, and families can find ways
to be together again. And now the power of the month for
August, which is Will, can be put to the test. Will is our ability
to choose and commit to being willing. It is not about being
stubborn and forcing our will, but taking deep, relaxing
breaths and seeing the will of God at work in all things. Will
is knowing that God wills ‘good” for us at the highest level of
our being. It is an interesting exercise explaining
Understanding and Will to myself and other adults. I can’t
wait for the time I can explore these spiritual powers with 3
to 10 year olds. I think they will have a lot to teach me!
Y.O.U. and UNITEENS
The Y.O.U. Annual Rendezvous is an online event in 2021.
It will be held from July 23-25.
UNITREAT is tentatively scheduled for August 14-19 at
Cispus, Washington. Information for these events can be
found on the Unity Northwest Region website.
UNITY’S PRAYER FOR PROTECTION
The light of God surrounds us; I AM light.
The love of God enfolds us; I AM love.
The power of God protects us; I AM power.
The presence of God watches over us; I AM presence.
Wherever we are, God is!
I AM Divine.
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Inspiration
Summer Sun by Robert Louis Stevenson - 1850-1894
Great is the sun, and wide he goes
Through empty heaven without repose;
And in the blue and glowing days
More thick than rain he showers his rays.
Though closer still the blinds we pull
To keep the shady parlour cool,
Yet he will find a chink or two
To slip his golden fingers through.
The dusty attic spider-clad,
He, through the keyhole, maketh glad;
And through the broken edge of tiles,
Into the laddered hay-loft smiles.
Meantime his golden face around
He bares to all the garden ground,
And sheds a warm and glittering look
Among the ivy's inmost nook.
Above the hills, along the blue,
Round the bright air with footing true,
To please the child, to paint the rose,
The gardener of the World, he goes.
Often I Imagine the Earth by Dan Gerber
Often I imagine the earth
through the eyes of the atoms we’re made of—
atoms, peculiar
atoms everywhere—
no me, no you, no opinions,
no beginning, no middle, no end,
soaring together like those
ancient Chinese birds
hatched miraculously with only one wing,
helping each other fly home.
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Board Update
AFFIRMATION: “In our Unity of purpose, we are guided by infinite
wisdom and prospered by Divine Love.”
No Board meetings were held since we are not meeting.
Prosperity Bank Sundays July 4 & August 1
Eagle Poem by Joy Harjo
To pray you open your whole self
To sky, to earth, to sun, to moon
To one whole voice that is you.
And know there is more
That you can’t see, can’t hear;
Can’t know except in moments
Steadily growing, and in languages
That aren’t always sound but other
Circles of motion.
Like eagle that Sunday morning
Over Salt River. Circled in blue sky
In wind, swept our hearts clean
With sacred wings.
We see you, see ourselves and know
That we must take the utmost care
And kindness in all things.
Breathe in, knowing we are made of
All this, and breathe, knowing
We are truly blessed because we
Were born, and die soon within a
True circle of motion,
Like eagle rounding out the morning
Inside us.
We pray that it will be done
In beauty.
In beauty.
Volunteer Teams & Team Leaders
Bookstore: Grace Conners

Grounds/Building: Harvey Schuh

Caring For Each Other: Bernadette Voorhees

Dial-a-Prayer: Larry & Joanne Turner

Greeting: Sandy & Ken Hattan

Lending Library/CD :

Office/Mailing Support: Phaedra Karoy

YM: Katherine Schuh/ Y.O.U.:
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Planning to move? Please let us
know if you are moving or no longer
wish to receive this newsletter

Sunday Celebration Service 10–11am
Bookstore open after Sunday service.
Daily Word: 360-694-4325
Silent Unity: 816-969-2000
Español: 816-554-2580

3814 Franklin Vancouver, WA 98660
Phone: 360-696-0996
Fax: 360-735-8758
www.unityofvancouver.com
phaedra@unityofvancouver.com

W HERE LOVE IS FELT AND LIVES ARE CHANGED

U nity of Vancouver
Sent with love and blessings to:

Return Service Requested

